
Red Box
Your machine saver



Nothing is more inconveniencing than downtime of your printing press. 
Maximize your printing productivity and reduce this occurrence by always 
having the most important spare parts in stock and getting immediate help 
from our help desk to replace them.

 ç Secure your production

 ç No long lead times

 ç Fast response from our help desk when the printing press is down

 ç Assistance with replacement parts

Immediate access 
to spare parts
save valuable downtime

The perfect match 
for your printing press

Depending on your printing press and requirements, 
we have a red box to match your productivity and performance:

 ç Basic spare parts in stock

 ç Reduce down time

 ç Insurance to reduce increasing lead times

 ç Help desk remote insight

 ç Free replacement during warranty

 ç Touch Screen

 ç Servo Motors

 ç Gearbox

 ç Photocell Sensor

 ç I-Control

 ç Gearhead

 ç Timing belts
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 ç Machine specific spare parts on stock

 ç Reduce down time

 ç Insurance to reduce increasing lead times

 ç Machine specific content

 ç Help Desk remote insight

 ç Free replacement during warranty

 ç Touch Screen

 ç Servo Motors

 ç Gearbox

 ç Photocell Sensor

 ç I-Control

 ç Gearhead

 ç Timing belts

 ç Power supply

 ç Indradrive

 ç Servo Motors (rail units)

 ç Parts (additional units)
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 ç Machine specific spare parts on stock

 ç Reduce down time

 ç Insurance to reduce increasing lead times

 ç Machine specific content

 ç Including core parts

 ç Help desk remote insight

 ç Free replacement during warranty

Do you know?
Having a Red Box in 

stock, the down time (of 
a unit) is reduced by at 
least 100 hours in the 

first 3 years.

 ç Touch Screen

 ç Servo Motors

 ç Gearbox

 ç Photocell Sensor

 ç I-Control

 ç Gearhead

 ç Timing belts

 ç Power supply

 ç Indradrive

 ç Servo Motors (rail units)

 ç Parts (additional units)

 ç Main HMI

 ç Main MLC

 ç Main PLC

 ç Main Drive
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1. When your machine is down, call the MPS help desk*

2. We help you identify the spare part to replace

3. Select the spare part from the red box and replace it with the assistance of MPS

4. Send the replaced spare part to MPS

5. You will receive a new spare part to replace in the red box

‘’With the Red box on site we have immediately 

access to spare parts. With our 24/7 production we 

save valuable down time with replacing a spare part.’’

Giannis Sfatkidis 
Production Manager ETPA 

We’re happy to tell you more! 
Contact us via spares@mps-printing.com

How does it work?

*Level of support depends on your Service Level Agreement


